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The Uni t ed Stat es is also a respondent.  ~ . 
1 . This is a school desegregation case. P~ 
school board has been under the equitable jurisdiction of the DC ~ 
since the DC entered a 1970 desegregation decree. In the present 
case t he s chool board moved for relief from the decree on the -The relief was ground that desegregation had been accomplis@d. 








2. Facts : Private respondents (school children and 
their parents) brought an action in 1968 seeking injunctive 
relief from alleged unconstitutional segregation of the Pasadena 
s chool system. (The school district is a suburban one near 
Los Angeles.) The United States intervened as a plaintiff. 
The action r esulted i n a finding that the school board had 
1 
practiced de jure segregation. The DC (Real) entered a 
decree in 1970 enj oining racial discrimination in operation 
of the school district. The decree further required that the 
school boar d draft a plan for school attendance whereby 
there would "be no school in the District, elementary or junior 
high or senior high school, with~ majority of any minority 
students." (This was conceived of as an ongoing requirement.) 
The· "old" school board (see infra) did not appeal this decree 
and submitted a plan. 2 
1. The evidence establishing the segregation is SLllllffiarized 
in CA 9's opinion (Petition at A3) and in the SG's memorandum 
in opposition (Response at 2, n. 1.) 
2. Under the plan the school district was divided into four 
ethnically balanced areas. The schools were organized to run 
from K-3 and 4-6 at the elementary level, 7-8 at the junior high 
level, and 9-12 at the senior high level. Assignments were made 
to achieve e t hnic balance. Elementary students walked to 
neighborhood schoo l s for part of their education and were transported 
"as.a neighborhood" to other schools for the remainder. Apparently 
b~in~was use Q..__ more comprehensively on the high school ~ vel. 






The school distri c t opened its doors for the 1970-71 
year in compliance with t he "no majority of any minority" 
requirement. At that time there were 18,000 white, 9,000 
black, and 4-,000 "other' children enrolled. By 1974 the school 
population had changed to 11,000 white, 10,000 black, and 
5,000 "other." The school district gradually fell out of 





full compliance (35 schools) 
one noncomplying school (51.9%) 
four noncomplying schools (50.1% to 53.9%) 
five noncomplying schools (51.3% to 60.2%) 
In the meantime the composition of the school board also changed . 
The board that had chosen not to appeal the 1970 decree was . 
replaced with a board that ran on a "no busing" platform . 
In 1973 the new board made a motion in DC seeking: 
~.,,·" 
(1) relief from the 1970 decree requiring desegregation and 
approving the old board's plan for desegregation; (2) dissolution 
of the "no majority" aspect of the injunction; (3) termination of 
the DC's continuing jurisdiction over the school distric~_£E, 
alternatively, (4) permission to modify the "Pasadena Plan" [olcl p~;-J 
by substituting an "Alternative Plan." 3 After evidentiary 
3. The "old plan" is discussed in note 2 supra. The 
Alternative Plan would have differed primarily by ref.nstituting 
K-6 primary schools and cutting down busing at that level. Any 
student would be able to attend any school of his or her choice 
in the "ethnically-balanced" attendance area in which the student 
resided. Each primary school would also have a "mini-school" with 
a special curricullllll which would be advertised with an eye toward 
attracting students of all races. If a school were raciclly 
imbalanced through the student choices, that school would be ;'paired" 
with another school and the students from the "paired schools" would 
attend "shared experiences." (See Petn at A34. See also the 





hearings the DC denied the relief; CA 9 affinned. 
3. Opinions Below: 
(a) District Court (Appended at end of this memo.) 
4. 
The DC order is rather unclear. Most of the opinion is devoted 
to discussion of the request to allow the Alternative Plan. 
J udge Real began by noting the opposition that the old 
Plan had encountered almost from the beginning, specifically 
the "no busing" plank of the present school board. He also 
c ite~ the violations of the "no majority" requirements. (This 
despite the stipulation between the parties that the variances 
from the "no majority" requirement were not "violations." 
(Petn . at A 32, n. 4. ~ The significance of these "findings" 
i s not made clear o The court then turned to the "evidence·" 
offered by petitioner in support of the Alternative Plan to 
s,how "changed circumstances." This "evidence" consisted of 
attempts to prove that the old plan (1) was an educational 
failure and (2) was causing "white flight." The court found 
this evidence insufficient to allow substitution of the 
Alternative Plan. There was contradictory evidence on the 
effectiveness of the old plan and the court discounted petitioner's 
adverse evidence because the opposition to the old plan might 
have deprived it of educational value it would have had if unopposed 
The court also noted that there was no evidence establishing 
a link between the old plan and the decrease in white enrollment 
and that the decrease in white enrollment paralleled a general 
California trend of white egress. (See petition at A 5.) 
Finally, DJ Real noted that the Alternative Plan had "freedom of 
c_e 
- -
choiceJf elements. He fo und that plans with a "Freedom of 
Choiceri element had previously been unsuccessful in Pasadena 
5. 
and elsewhere in California. And he felt that "realism" suggested 
they would fail again. He felt such plans bore a heavy burden 
of justification. In a crucial passage he noted: 
~ . 
uBefore any Court can stamp its imprimatur 
to a proposed 'freedom of choice' plan of 
desegregation - or of continuing desegregation - it 
must be satisfied that freedom of choice is a 
viable a lternative to a plan which can guarantee 
f;:{~~ l
that no school in a once- segregated [footnote 10] 
school district shall be permitted to have an 
enrollment with a majority of any minority. 
[ footnote 11 ]i" 
(-
, 
Footnote 10, in essence, said there is "in logic, no distinction" 
between de jure and de facto segregation. Footnote 11 noted 
t hat there were "conceivable circumstances" in which a "no-
majority" mandate could not be met. ~
With t his potpourtiof reasoning, substitution of the 
Alternative Plan was rejected. The Court then summarily refused 
to l ift the injunction or terminate its jurisdiction, reasoning 
that such relief 
"would .•. leave the Board to its own devices 
concerning the [old plan] and its continued viability 
as a mandate for desegregation. To grant such relief 
would - in light of the avowed a:bns of four members 
of a five-member Board - surely be to sign the 
death warrant of the [old plan] and its objectives." 
I n his oral ruling, but not in the written opinion, DJ Real -,, \\ ~ _,,,/ '1' 
said that his decree meant "that at least during my lifetime WU,,#1"1 






Pasadena,H (Petition at All.) 
(b) CA 9: Petitioner appealed. Because of the -
school board's failure to appeal the 1970 decree, CA 9 considered 
that the issue before it was : "(W]hether the District Court 
erred in its determination , in denying appellants' 1974 motions, 
that events and circt.nnstances occurring and existing in 
Pasadena s ince [1970] ••• do not justify relief 
The panel produced t hree different QPinions. 
:,;;.,=:'A::::: 
II 
arted from the premise that an injunction 
in a school case, l ike that in any other case, should be lifted 
when the "dangers have become attenuated to a shadow." 
(United States v. Swift & Co., 286 U.S. 106, 114 (Cardozo, J.).) 
He also noted that t he fac tual determinations involved in Judge 
Real's order were t o be measured against the clearly erroneous 
standard. Applying t hese rules, Judge Ely could not fault 
t he DJfs refusal to provi de relief. 
On the r eques t ed relief from the 1970 decree and its 
"no major i ty" provision , he concluded: 
"A careful review of the record reveals 
abundant evidence upon which the district judge .•. 
could rightly determine that the "dangers" which 
i nduced the original determination of constitutional 
infringement in Pasadena have not diminished 
sufficiently to require modification or dissolution 
of the original Order." 
He re l ied on : (1) the variations from the "no majority" 
requirement in 1971-72-73, (2) the board's desire to substitute 





resegregation , (3) the antibusing platfonn of the new board, 
(4) and the findings t hat the educational effects of the new 
plan and the white egress did not compel a finding of "changed 
7. 
\
circumstances." He recognized the Swann language to the effect 
that racial mix cannot be required to be held constant in schools 
(402 U.S. at 31-32 ) . But~ held that the old de jure segregation 
beef\ 
h~ not!proved to have been stamped _out. Thus the DC was 
entitled not to dissolve i ts injunction. However, he specifically 
disapproved the DC's "my lifetime" standard, noting that "annual 
readjustment is not neces sary once a court determines that there 
has been a full and genuine implementation which has eliminated, 
with some anticipated permanence, racial discrimination from the 
system." (Petition at A 11. ) 
-✓- On the issue of the requested termination of the continuing 
jurisdiction of the DC, Judge Ely held that the DC was not 
clearly wrong in refusing termination because petitioner had not 
proved that segregation had been disestablished. He again relied 
upon the school board's failure to comply with the "no majority" 
requirement and its attempt to substitute the "freedom of choice" 
plan. 
On the refusal to allow the substitution of the Alternative 
-the 
Plan, Judge Ely again upheld the DJ. He relied upon~generally 
recognized ineffectiveness of "freedom of choice" plans and ruled 
that the DC was entitled to find that substitution of such a 





desegregate. (Davis v. Bd. of School Comm'rs., 402 U.S. 33, 37.) 
Judge Chambers concurred. He noted that he might not have 
allowed imposition of a cont inuing duty to reassign students 
had the original decree been appeaJ.ed. But he agreed that in 
the procedural pos ture of t he case the DC should be affirmed 
in refusing relief, provided that he would afford the relief 
"within a very short time after the school again gets in 
compliance. 11 He r efused to reach the merits of the alternative 
plan. 
Judge Wallace dissented. He felt that there may have 
existed facts that would have entitled the DJ to refuse the 
rel ief requested because desegregation had not succeeded. But 
he felt that the DC had considered the wrong factors in coming 
to_,-its decision . Specifically, he felt that in continuing the 
\ 
i njunction and its jurisdiction the DC had relied on the 
"maintenance of an in. flexible racial balance" and that Swann 
prohibits such reliance. He felt that the DC's approach in 
'7 this respect stemmed from a disregard of the distinction between 
~ 
de jure and de f acto segregation. He felt that if these 
misconceptions were removed, the DC might not have re£used the 
relief . For if strict adherence to racial "balance" were not 
required , the "violations" of the 1970 decree diminished in 
significance . He also contended that by focusing merely on 
nlilllbers, the DC failed to analyze whether racial imbalances that 
would occur under the Alternative Plan would stem from de jure 





He would have r ever sed and remanded for new findings 
on whether there were f acts properly to be relied upon that 
indicated de j ure s egr egation had not been stamped out. (The 
burden of proof would be on the school board.) 
4o Contentions : The School Board contends: 
/ for all schools i s i nvalid (citing Swann). 
( 1) A j udic ial decree requiring a fixed racial balance 
It argues that 
the treatment of the decr ee by the DC and CA 9 show that the 
nno majority" r equir ement was more than a "starting point" in 
achieving desegregation . The private respondents reply that 
the terms of the decree are not properly before this Court 
because of petitioner 's f ailure to appeal the decree. The SG 
agrees . He notes further t hat any impermissible reliance on 
quotas by the DC has been purged by CA 9's repudiation of 
usuch portions of the r ecord as suggest the district judge 
9. 
i n terpr et s his i nj unction to require continuous annual redistricting . 1 
(2) A r equi rement of annual redistricting is invalid 
(citing Swann). Petit i oner argues that even if the "no 
maj ority" r equirement was not invalid in the first place, any 
devi at i ons f rom i t i n s ubsequent years were de facto in their 
causation . The private respondents and the SG agree that this 
i ssue i s al so not properly in the case. 
(3) Its three years of compliance with desegregation 
ent i t l e t he school board to be relieved of the DC jurisdiction . 






compliance because of i ts f oot-dragging. The SG notes that 
injunctions in desegre~ation ca.ses are designed to (1) stop 
discrimination, (2) correct discrimination, and (3) protect 
against future discrimination. He says that non-termination 
was proper here both because of noncompliance and because 
of the board's des ire to substitute a plan that would lead to 
resegregation . 
(4) CA 9 erred in rejecting the Alternative Plan merely 
because it had an element of "freedom of choice" (citing Gr~ 
for the proposition that such plans are ~ot per~ impermissible) . 
The private respondents argue that this issue is not presented 
by this case because t he old de jure segregation has not been 
stamped out. The SG argues that the DC was entitled to find and 
did find that under t he circumstances of this case the plan was 
insufficient , c i ting t he previous "freedom of choice" plans 
that had failed in Pasadena and elsewhere in California. 
Petitioners also contend that this case is moot because the 
na.ined plaintiffs have graduated and the action was never properly 
certified as a class action. (Bd. of School Cornmrs. of 
Indianapolis v. Jacobs, 420 U.S. 128 (1975).) The private respondents 
contend that this case differs from Jacobs and that in desegregation ---
cases , mootness should be judged by different standards. It 
should be held that school cases fall into the "capable of 









Pugh notion of a certain "constant existence of a class .. • 
suffering the deprivation . " The private respondents and the 
SG in any case agree that s ince the U.S. is a party plaintiff the 
. 4 
case is not moot. 
5. Discussion : The respondents appear correct in 
asserting that petitioner ' s issues (1) and (2) are not in the 
case, except insofar as Judge Wallace is correct that DJ Real 
is relying on impermiss i b l e factors in rejecting the requested 
relief. 
l The law governing a DC's l ifting of a desegregation decree is unsettled and obviously important. The case squarely presents 
issues in the area. Unfortunately the cpacity of the DC's · 
opinion make it difficult to deal with these issues. Judge Wallace' s 
position that the DC relied on improper factors has some force . 
But the DC opinion leaves unclear exactly how much force . 
For one thing, in talking about the requested termination of the 
injunction and judicial supervision (as opposed to substitution 
of the Alternative Plan) , the DC noted that allowing relief would 
"sign the death warrant of the [old plan] and its objectives . " 
4. Petitioner has another question presented - presented 
without further elaboration: "Does a decree imposing racial balanc e 
preclude a school board from acting to prevent the school system 
from becoming an all-minority school system?" The respondent 
hblpfully replies: "Petitioners' question Four .... is sophistic 





The old plan was designed to stamp out de jure segregation, 
-whatever remarks the DJ made about equating de jure and de 
12. 
:fac t o. segregation. 5 
Plan t he DC adverted to 
Further, in discussing the Alternative 
elements of de JUr~ segregation -
s pec ificall~ school board hostility to desegregation. It is thus 
-not clear that the DC failed entirely to consider proper factors. 
Also, Judges Ely and Chambers are able to rationalize the DC 
:opinion sufficiently to suggest that the same result could have been 
reached without undue reliance on quotas. And they put the DC on 
-warning against such undue reliance in the future. 
There are responses from Spangler and the SG. 
There is a suggestion of mootness from petitioner and 
a--r esponse from Spangler. (See also the SG response at n. 4.) 
Oc tober 21 , 1975 Schenker CA 9 op in ~tn 
DC op appended 
(and at 375 F. Supp. 1304) 
5. Petitioner asserts that the original decree was aimed 
at de facto segregation. But see footnote 1 for citation to 
evidence of de J4re segregation. 
- SPANGLER v. PASADENA CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION 1305 
Cite as 375 F Supp. 1304 (1074) 
tion plan, evidence that proposed alter- proving the plan of desegregation sub-
native plan would involve as much or mitted by defendants (hereafter Pasa-
more bussing as court-ordered plan and dena Plan); 
past history of other school districts in 2. Dissolution of the injunction 
the state with "freedom of choice" plans, that there be no school with a majori-
court-or dered desegregation plan would ty of any minority, under which the 
not be modified to provide for system of Board is presently operating; 
freedom of choice. 3. Termination of the Court's con-
-1. Injunction G:=>210 
In view of opposition of four of five 
members of school board to court-or-
dered desegregation plan, injunction 
which provided that there be no school 
with a majority of any minority would 
not be dissolved. 
5. Schools and School Districts ¢:::>13 
In view of opposition of majority of 
school board to court-ordered desegrega-
tion plan and in view of fact that pro-
posed "freedom of choice" plan for de-
segregation was unlikely to succeed, 
court would not terminate its continuing 
supervision over the actions of the 
-hool bowd. 
A. L. Wirin, F red Okrand, John D. 
O'Loughlin, Jill Jakes, ACLU Foundation 
of Southern Cal., Los Angeles, CaL, for 
plaintiff. 
William D. Keller, U. S. Atty., Fred-
erick l\L Brosio, Jr., Asst. U. S. Atty., 
James Stotter II, Chief, Civil Division, 
Brian K. Landsberg, Samuel J . Flana-
gan, Lo~ Angeles, Cal., for plaintiff-
intervenor. 
Paul, ::lastings, Janofsky & Walker, 
Lee G. Faul, Robert G. Lane, Peter D. 
Collisson, Los Angeles, Cal. , for defend-
ants. 
REAL. District Judge. 
Defend ,mt, Pasadena City Board of 
Education (hereafter Board) 1 now 
moves th , court for: 
1. Relief from this Court's order 
of Jan iary 23, 1970, for the desegre-
gation of Pasadena schools and the 
Court';. o;:-der of March 10, 1970, ap-
1. The I .>art! nt the time of the Court's 
January . 1970, order was composed of :\Ir~. 
A La \'en La :\[otte, :\Iessrs. Albert C. Lowe, 
W, D. Ju~" .;, Eugholrn, Bradford C. llouscr and 
Jol111 1'. ',Y,,J.,Ji . 
At ti. t;1,1c of this hearing, the Bonrd 
con~is tP of Messrs. Ilcnry ;\fnrchcschi 
375 ~ :c;;.-821/: 
I. 
t inuing jurisdiction; 
4. Alternatively, for modification 
of the Pasadena Plan approved March 
10, 1970. 
MODIFICATION OF THE PASA-
DENA PLAN AND RELIEF 
FROl\I THE ORDER OF JANU-
ARY 23, 1970. 
In January, 1970, this Court found ra-
cial imbalance or segregation of student 
bodies and faculties in the Pasadena 
Unified School District resulting from 
t he Board's actions and inactions in exe-
cution of an announced dedication to the 
neighborhood school concept of education 
and its opposition to forced cross-town 
busing. 311 F.Supp. 501 (C.D.Cal.1970). 
While no appeal was taken from that 
r uling, it was, to say the very least, not 
received with unanimous approbation. 
Indeed, according to the Board's position 
in the proceeding at bar, this Court's 
ruling in 1970 is the sole and proximate 
cause of "wl:ite flight" from Pasadena 
schools and is, in addition, a barrier to 
achieving the excellence of educational 
opportunity which the Board now pro-
poses to accomplish by means of its re-
quested substituted plan, known as The 
Integrated Zone/Educational Alterna-
tives Plan: A Proposed Modification to 
the "Pasadena Plan" (hereafter Alterna-
tive Plan) .2 
The posture of the Board in 1970 not-
withstanding, opposition to the Pasade-
na Plan came early. The plan had not 
yet been approved when on March 2, 
1970, a Motion for Leave to Intervene to 
( elected in 1!)71), Snmuel Shcnt11 (appointed 
in 1!)71), Lymon W. ~ewton (elected in 
1!)73), and Drs. Henry Myers and Richard 
Vettcrli, (both elected in 1!)73). 
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oppo~c and appeal thf' judgment of this 
Court was filed, led by 1\Jr. Bradford C. 
Houser. This motion was heard and de-
nied by this Court on .l\Iarch 4, 1970. 
Appeal was taken of this ruling to the 
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, 
which affirmed the ruling of this Court. 
Spangler v. Pasadena City Board of 
Education, 9 Cir., 427 F .2d 1352, cert. 
denied 402 U.S. 943, 91 S.Ct. 1607, 29 
L.Ed.2d 111. 
Only temporarily rebuffed, those who 
were determined that the Pasadena Plan 
would not succeed carried on their cru-
sade. In April of 1970 3 a recall cam-
paign against the three members of the 
Board who had voted against appeal of 
this Court's judgment 4 was commenced. 
With the pledge to "STOP FORCED 
BUSING", Frank C. Crowhurst, Richard 
W. Millar, Jr., and Henry 1\farcheschi 6 
unsuccessfully attempted to unseat Mrs. 
La Motte, Mr. Lowe and Dr. Engholm in 
the recall election of October 13, 1970. 
Implementation of the Pasadena Plan 
was accomplished with the commence-
ment of the 1970-1971 academic year in 
September of 1970. However, c2!filili-
ance was literal for only the first aca-
d~mic year; fo r, starting with the 
1971-72 a'cademic year, black student en-
rollment at the Loma Alta School ex-
ceeded 50 per cent of the school's total 
enrollment. By October of the 1972-73 
academic year, four schools ( Edison, 
Franklin, Loma Alta and Sierra Mesa) 
had black student enrollments of more 
than 50 per cent of the total student 
body. In the 1973-74 academic year, 
Eliot Junior High was added to the list 
of nonconformance; so, at the time of 
hearing of this matter in March of 1974, 
five Pasadena schools were and remain 
iii violation of the no majority of any 
iumonty mJunc1 10n of this Court's Jan-
uary, 1970, ruling. 
3. Five months before the Pasadena Plan was 
to be implemented. 
4. Mrs. La Verne La Motte, Albert C. Lowe 
and Joseph Eni:holm. 
5. l\Ir. !IIarcheschi is presently president of 
the Board of Education of the Pasadena 
Unified School nistrict. 
The Board through the testimony of 
Dr. Robert Dillworth informs the Court 
that white enrollment relative to tota} 
enrollment in Pasadena schools has been 
precipitously in decline since 1970 due 
entirely to this Court's desegregation or. 
der. The Court rejects this conclusion 
relative to causation since Dr. Dillworth, 
admittedly, made no inquiry of anyone 
as to the reasons for: ( 1) white or 
black students moving from Pasadena or 
(2) white or black student withdrawal 
from the Pasadena Unified School Dis-
trict. He makes a statistical "guess" as 
to the cause of "white flight" on the ba-
sis that, statistically, it is unnecessarv 
to ask the motivations behind the a~-
tions of people. When faced with a di-
rect question, however, he finally admit-
ted to the Court that he could not say 
"why" students, white or black, left the 
Pasadena Unified School District. It is 
of further significance that Pasadena's 
experience is not unique; for the trends 
evidenced in Pasadena closely approxi-
mate the state-wide trends in California 
schools, both segregated and desegregat-
ed, since 1966. 
Achievemept of the desegr'egation pro-
posed by the Pasadena Plan provided for 
division of the traditional elementary 
school 6 into primary (K-3) and upper 
grade ( 4-6) schools for two reasons: 
1. " Students will walk to a 
nearby school for part of their ele-
mentary schooling and be transported 
with students in their neighborhoods 
to another school to provide ethnic 
balance.' 
2. " reorganization of ele-
mentary schools into primary schools 
(K-3) and upper schools ( 4-6) will 
provide specialization which is impor-
tant to guarantee improvement in ba-
sic skills." 8 
6. The Alternative Plan reaches only Kinder-
garten through Grade 6 schools. 
7. Defendants' Exhibit A, page 4. 
8. Defendants' Exhibit A, page 5. -
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'he Al' <'rnative Plan would return to .[1) The facts of Green, supra, may 
K G c timization of elementary edu- not exactly parallel what this Court 
on i c?i.·der to "provide a sufficient found in Pasadena in 1970 or what evi-
~b c>1 t f 1'<'hool sites within each zone dently exists in Pasadena in 1974; but 
m wl.irl, parents can choose the type the message of Green, supra, is clear. 
educa tion most appropriate for each Before any Court can stamp its impri-
th ci ,. cl1ild1.-en." Howsoever denomi- matur to a proposed "freedom of choice" 
ed, tr,n Alternative Plan is a . " free- plan of desegregation-or of continuing 
1 o1 c\ ,oicc" plan that must overcome, desegregation-it must be satisfied that 
mpkmen( cd, a large number 9 of pre- freedom of choice is a viable alternative . 
tab!., 1 [,dally imbalanced schools. to a plan which can guarantee that no 
:he f I cuiom of choice offered by the sc?ool in a once-seg_regated 10 school dis- ' 
erna ' i \c· Plan is not new either to the tnct shall b~ permitted. to have an en-
e, . to Pasadena. The Supreme ro_llm~_nt 
11 
with a maJority of any 
1rt i n G1 eC'n v. County School Board mmol ity. 
New J:.cn !. County, Virginia (1968) Pasadena has previously failed to de-
l, .S ,mo, 88 S.Ct. 1689, 20 L.Ed.2d segregate its schools by freedom of 
; v. :, . 11s l'fl • choice plans (Spangler, supra, 311 F. 
in desegregating a dual 
1yster,1 r, plan utilizing 'freedom of 
:h-- ir not an end in itself. As 
fu9=>oheloff has put it, 
' 'J'1w :dom of choice" is not a sacred 
talisrn an; it is only· a means to a 
c,Jnstitul.i onally required end-the 
aboli( ion of the system of segrega-
t10:1 1111d its effects. If the means 
J) l o,·e effective, it is acceptable, but 
if it fails to undo segregat ion, other 
n1ea11s must be used to achieve this 
en~:. The school officials have a 
cor1ti11 uing duty to take whatever 
action may be necessary to create a 
"w ti l.ary, nonracial system."' " Id . 
at 440. 
Initially, at least eight schools-Au,lnbon, 
:1eveln11cl, Edison, Franklin, Jackson . Lin -
oln. ~fa,lison and "'ashington-would have 
,ver 00 per cent black enrollm ent, 
'l'he1 c appears to be, in logic, no dis tinc-
ion between de jure and <l e fucto segregation 
or our )lurposes. "De jure" and "de facto" 
,re only adjectives that give some attern)lted 
'legal' ' distinction to the aim~ of Brown v. 
Joar,I of Education I , 347 U.S. 483, 74 
I.Ct. OSG, OS L.Ed. 873 (1054), and Brown 
'. Ilour<l of Education H , 340 U.S. 294, 75 
).Ct. 753, O!l L.F.d. 108.'.l (1955) that "segrc-
ratA •len ies eq nnl ed ucntionnl opportunity. 
i'ec.,, Keyt•>< v. ~cliool Distri,·t Xumbe r 
)ne, 4 l:I U.R 1.',!l, !l3 8.Ct. 2GSfl, 37 L.Ed. 
!ti ::i 18 (l!l73) , Mr . . Justice Powell, concur-
ring 1\111! dissrn ti ll!;. 
Supp. at 510); and efforts by other Cali-
fornia school districts 12 laboring under 
freedom of choice plans have been less 
than spectacularly successful in achiev-
ing any meaningful desegregation of 
their respective schools. 
What the Alternative Plan and its ad-
vocates-four of the present five Board 
members 13-offer is the hope that "es-
tablishment of unique educational alter-
natives at each K-6 school site" and 
"salesmanship" will convince enough 
"white parents" whose children have left 
the Pasadena Unified School District to 
return and choose the same "educational 
alternatives" that black parents do in or-
der to accomplish an integrated school 
system. Hope may spring eternal, but 
11. The Court recognizes that conceivable 
circumstances exist in whicli tha t mandate 
could not reasonably be met. Pasadena, 
however, does not present such II circum-
stance at this time. 
12. In San Ilernarclino, Cnliforni:.i. a freedom 
of choice plan attracted only 15 per cent 
of the ~egro student enrollment-no whites 
participated. 
In Richmond, California, a freedom of 
choice plan conducted over n three-yea r 
period hatl an 11 per cent Neg ro stllllent 
pnrtici1llltion-no whites partici pated. 
13. !\Ir. Samuel Sheats, the only Llack member 
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r c-:\Ji.,rr ""Po~es the folly of the belief 
that o e who left a school district be-
caui-e r 11; children were forced to attend 
school~ wit h Negro children would now 
vohmt: ·i ly choose that alter·native.14 
(2, 3 There is yet another flaw in 
t he A: ~crnative Plan with its "mini-
school" sales pitch. Mini-schools and 
t he "1. nique educational alternatives" 
which ·. hey offer can be implemented un-
der t hf- Pasadena Plan. This Court does 
not int:!nd to intimate that the quest for 
the be:·t poss ible education to be made 
available to all the school children of 
P2sadena is not a laudable motive. It is · 
the mandate of Brown I, supra, and 
Brown I I, supra, and all the cases decid-
ed by the various courts of this land. 
But , t he mandate is equally clear that 
school boards must do all they can to 
constit-ttionally accommodate the rights 
of minorities wherever they are found to 
conflict with the desires of the majority 
to do otherwise. Alexander v. Holmes 
County Board of Education, 396 U.S. 19, 
90 S.Ct. 29, 24 L.Ed.2d 19 (1969); Dav-
is v. Board of School Commissioners, 
402 U.S. 33, 91 S.Ct. 1289, 28 L.Ed.2d 
577 (1U71); Wright v. City of Emporia, 
407 U.S. 451, 92 S.Ct. 2196, 33 L.Ed .2d 
51 (19';'1); Monroe v. Board of Commis-
s ioners. 391 U.S. 450, 88 S.Ct. 1700, 20 
L.Ed.2d 33 (1968). The evidence has 
not shown that the educational opportu-
nities presented by the Alternative Plan 
are equal to, or superior to, those pres-
ently available under the Pasadena Plan. 
·If those educators-many within the Pa-
sadena Unified School District itself-
who advocate that a multirncial s0d,,h-
requires a multiracial e<luc:ai.ional set-
ting are to be believed, lhc Pa:,auena 
Plan is better suited to that objective 
than the Alternative Plan.15 
The Board urges the Court to abandon 
the Pasadena Plan because it is not 
succeeding educationally. The evidence 
offered in support of the Board's posi-
tion is neither persuasive nor adequate 
to measure the educational benefits or 
inadequacies of the Pasadena Plan. 
Aside from the contrary evidence intro-
duced by plaintiff-intervenor to show 
some educational progress, it takes little 
educational expertise to recognize that 
the Pasadena Plan has not had the coop-
eration from the Board that permits a 
realistic measurement of its educational 
success or failure.16 No one can now es-
timate the possible results of the Pasa-
dena Plan had it enjoyed the continued 
support of a Board who would act, as 
they profess, to "do unto others as you 
would have done unto you." 17 As such, 
the Board has not met its burden in any 
way sufficiently enough to have this 
Court rule upon this issue. , 
It may, perhaps, belabor the point, 
but, finally, 'the evidence shows that as 
much or more busing would be necessary 
to accomplish the ends of an integrated 
school system under the Alternatiw 
Plan as is currently required to achiew 
the same ends under the Pasadena Plan. 
There is, therefore, none of the fiscal 
ad\·antage which was presaged by the 
campaign literature promising "reduced 
taxes-more education at less cost." 
14, P resumably, these are tl1e same white par- 16. 'l'his is not the Court's plan. The Pasa-
ents who helped elect J\Ir. J\Iarcheschi, Dr. - dcnn Plan was prepared by dedicated Pass• 
Yetterli, Dr. ~!eyers and J\Ir. Xewton in <l <' nn e,lucators, aided by the California State 
response to the campaign promise to "STOP D epartment of Education's Bureau of Inter· 
FOHCED BUSL~G." group Relations. That their efforts hnH 
I 5. :\Ir. Ramon C. Cortinrs, Su11erintendent of 
Schools of the Pasaurna Unified School 
District, stating liis opinion with candor 
and courage in response to a direct inquiry, 
testified that the Pasa<lena Plan, though it 
may need some mo<lifiC'ntions,· was preferable 
to the Alternative Plan in achieving an e<lu• 
cationally sound plan for nu integrated school 
system. 
met such vocal and active resis tance may b<' 
t I,e whole tragedy of the claims of th e 
present Board relative to its inadequacy. 
I 7. The present Board through the testimon~-
of :\Ir. J\Inrcheschi asks this Court for thP 
opportunity (three or more years) to pron• 
-by implementation-that the Alternativr 
Plan can succeed. This, the Court-.Jvoul,I 
assume, is with the full support of th~ 
people of Pasadena. 
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II. DISSOLUTION OF THE nority race a nd an additional six schools 
COURT'S INJUNCTION are within a few percentage points of 
[ 4] Modification of the injunction of j~ining this category, certain modifica-
this Court of ~anuary 23, 1970, would, twns to the Pasadena Plan are mandato-
in effect, leave the Board to its own de- ry. The proposed modifications are de-
vices concerning the Pasadena Plan and signed to insure as much continuity with 
its continued viability as a mandate for the present fo rm of public education in 
desegregation. To grant such relief Pasadena as possible. The overall effect 
would-in light of the avowed aims of of these modifications will be to allow 
parents to express more freedom in 
choosing the location and type of educa-
tion available to each of their children 
four members of a five-member Board 
-surely be to sign the death warrant of 
the Pasadena Plan and its objectiYes. 
The law does not permit such an easy 
abdication of a Court's constitutional re-
sponsibility. Brown v. Board of Educa-
tion II, supra; Raney v. Board of Edu-
cation, 391 U.S. 443, 88 S.Ct. 1689, 20 
L.Ed.2d 727 ( 1968); Green v. County 
School Board, supra. Moreover, the 
Board's professions of good faith do not 
serve to alter this result. Alexander v. 
.es County Boarii --of Education, su-
III. TERMINATION OF'- _ THIS 
COURT'S CONTINUING SUPER-
VISION OVER THE ACTIONS OF 
THE BOARD. 
[5] The reasons set forth in Parts I 
and II of this opinion make clear the 
Court's inability to accede to this final 
request by the Board. 
Therefore, the motions of the defend-
ants are denied. 
This opinion shall, as provided in Fed-
eral Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 52(a) 
be deemed to be the findings of fact and 
conclusions of law of the Court in this 
matter. 
APPENDIX 
PASADENA UNIFIED SCHOOL 
DISTRICT 
December 18, 1973 
THE INTEGRATED ZONE/EDUCA-
TIONAL ALTERNATIVES PLAN 
A A PROPOSED MODIFICATION 
• TO THE "PASADENA PLAN" 
INTRODUCTION 
Because five of the District's 32 regu-
lar schools 1:J.: ~- :: ·:~ :. m:ijority of a mi-
and to motiva te schools to compete for 
attendance of these children. 
MODIFICATIONS 
(1) The f irst modification involves a 
return to the elementary system, Kin-
dergarten through Grade 6, thereby dis-
continuing the current primary (K-3), 
elementary ( 4-6) organization. This 
change is necessary to provide a suffi-
cient number of school sites within each 
zone from which parents can choose the 
type of education most appropriate for 
each of their children. 
(2) The second modification involves 
establishment of unique educational al-
ternatives at each K-6 school site in ad-
dition to the ongoing traditional pro-
gram being taught there. Studies have 
shown that sufficient excess capacity ex-
ists to accomplish this easily. Each 
unique alternative is to be designed and 
placed at a particular school site so that 
it acts as a "magnet" to draw students 
from al: parts of a zone, thus encourag-
ing integrat ion. 
The follo wing are som·e unique alter-
natives \\'hich, in addition to instruction 
in the bas ic skills, can provide exciting 
educational •Jpportunities (see Exhibit A 
for additio1.al information about each 
opportunity .' for children: 
1. Alte1~ ative School Program-Em-
phasi · es the regular curriculum in 
an ur ;tructured environment. 
2. Fund ·mental School Program-
Empl 1sizes the regular curricu-
lum 1 a structured environment. 
3. A Fi c and Performing Arts Pro-
gra11t -\Viii emphasize creative ex-
Jk i ; .. , r..~ in art, music, · drama, 
cfonrr · and literature. 
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4. An Animal and Plant Life Pro-
gram-Will emphasize first-hand 
experience with actual raising of 
crops and animals. 
5. A Daily Newspaper-Based Pro-
11ram-Will use the daily newspa-
per as the basis for study in read-
ing, mathematics, social science, 
science, art, and other areas. 
6. A School in the Community/Car 
reer Awareness Program-Will 
emphasize direct experiences with 
institutions and activities in the 
community as the basis of study. 
7. A Social Science/Science Program 
-Will emphasize multi-cultural 
studies and outdoor, ecology-ori-
ented studies. 
8. A Foreign Language and Cultural 
Program-Will emphasize the 
mastery of a foreign language and 
the understanding of its cultural 
setting. 
9. An Early Childhood Education 
Program-Will encompass chil-
dren from four (4) to eight (8) 
years of age and provide multiple 
educational experiences that may 
prepare them for higher achieve-
ment in subsequent grades. 
The specific, unique alternatives locat-
ed at each school site will be defined 
prior to the beginning of the 1974-75 
school year. 
The existing special schools, including 
the Fundamental School and the Alter-
native School, will be maintained and ex-
panded if necessary to act as special 
District-wide "magnet schools". These 
schools have already demonstrated their 
ability to promote integration on a vol-
untary basis. Additional magnet schools 
may be added such as a year-round 
school. 
(3) The third modification involves 
the elimination of specific elementary 
school attendance boundaries. In their 
place four racially and ethnically balanc:-
ed zones, representative of the district as 
a whole, will be created whose boundaries 
coincide with the four existing areas on 
which the present Pasadena Plan is d 
signed. Exhibit B shows the zont 
their boundaries, and the schools co:~ 
tained in each zone. Any parent Wh 
lives within a zone may choose to sen~ 
his child to any school within that :zone. 
fhe school district will provide all re-
quired transportation. Thus, all stu. 
dents who are presently enrolled in our 
schools would be able to continue to at. 
tend the school that they now attend if 
their parents so choose or they would be 
free to choose from any other school 
within their zone. 
( 4) On the basis of providing Par-
ents with new options as to the type of 
education available, the ethnic balance at 
some sites may be altered from what it 
is at present. It is, therefore, proposed 
that if any school's ethnic profile should 
deviate significantly from the District-
wide ethnic profile, that school would 
be paired with a "sister school" with 
an opposite ethnic make-up. Dis-
trict transportation would then be pro-
vided so that students from both schools 
would share in special educational pro-
grams covering at least one-half a school 
day per week. These special education~! 
programs will be a~ailable to student~ 
on an optional basis. Examples may in-
clude cooperative art/music programs or 
programs similar to those alternatin~ 
outlined previously. The special pro-
grams will be designed to encourage in-
terest and desire to participate. 
UNMODIFIED FEATURES OF THE 
PASADENA PLAN 
The four modifications presented ap-
ply to the elementary grades (K-6) only. 
Modifications related to junior hiih : 
school and senior high school attendance 
areas present special problems and arc 
now being studied by the school di strict 
administrators at the direction of th i: 
Board of Education. 
Finally, all other features of tht 
present Pasadena Plan including teacher 
recruitment and assignment, personnel 
advancement, recruitment and advance-
ment of administrators, etc., are to re-
main as operating currently. ~, ; 
....... . --
:,. 
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CONCLUSION 
The proposed modifications are de-
signed to demonstrate affirmative action 
on the District's part to stimulate inte-
grat ion within each zone without manda-
tory assignment of students. Further, 
the proposed mo'd ifications will a llow 
parents to choose t he type of education 
they want for each of their children. 
The modifications will introduce the 
element of competition among t he 
schools in each zone for pupil attend-
ance, thereby introducing a critical new 
element to improve the quality of educa-
tion in Pasadena schools. 
Finally, the modifications are de-
signed to stabili ze the ethnic composition 
of the scl}ool district so that meaningful 
integrat iqn can take place. 
EXHIBIT A 
Every elementary school in the district 
will provide for . each studetit a program 
in the ba~ic ski lls of r eading, mathemat-
ics, and language arts as well as phys-
cial education. Additionally special pro-
grams such as, compensatory education 
(Title I, ESEA ) mentally gifted minors 
(MG~I), and others that are now a part 
of the regular school program will con-
t inue. 
One of the mini-schools suggested below 
would be a component within the regular 
school. 
Students would have the opportunity 
to attend the mini-school for instruction 
in subjects other than the basic skills 
based on their interest in that school's 
alternative emphasis. Students may 
also r eceh·e this instruction in these 
subjects in the regular program being 
taught at that school. 
For example, a student li ving near Al-
tadena School has a number of choices. 
He may attend Altadena's regular school 
program or its mini-school or he can 
choose the regubr school program or 
any mini-school at any other school 
within that zone. 
f 
The following are brief descriptions of 





Fine and Performing Arts Mini-
School will provide opportunities 
for students to create music, 
dance, write and enjoy prose and 
poetry, as well as original plays. 
Students will have many opportu-
nities to perform for the public, 
and to exhibit their work in the 
community. Extensive involve-
ment of community resources is 
planned. 
Media/Current Events Mini-School 
will use daily and weekly newspa-
pers as the basis for study in 
r eading, mathematics, scdal sci-
ence, and other areas. The diver-
sity of types of information in 
each newspaper makes it a good 
tool for instruction in many areas. 
Additionally, students will write, 
setup, and print their own news-
paper on a regular basis using the 
techniques and equipment com-
monly used in the production of a 
daily newspaper. 
A Foreign Languages and Cul-
tures Mini-School will emphasize 
the mastery of a foreign language 
and the understanding of its cul-
tural setting. Language special-
ists will give instruction for a 
block of time each day in French, 
Spanish, Russian or German, and 
Japanese or Chinese. In addition, 
time will be devoted daily to stud-
ies of the cultures and peoples 
represented by these languages 
by a teacher trained in multi-cul-
tural studies and intergroup activ-
ities. 
4. A School in the Communi-
ty/Career Awareness Mini-School 
will emphasize direct experi-
ences with institutions and ac-
tivities in the community as the 
basis of study. Trips to various 
places in the community, including 
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provision for instruction as these 
sites will be central to this pro-
gram. Students will not only 
learn about the existence of agen-
cies, jobs, and institutions, but 
also how they work and how ·stu-
dents can train themselves to qual-
ify for a career in a variety of 
fields. 
5. An Animal and Plant Life Mini-
School will emphasize first-hand 
experiences with the actual rais-
ing of animals and crops. Facili-
ties will be provided so that a 
wide varity of experiences in hor-
ticulture and husbandry may be 
presented. An appreciation of la-
bor and the discovery of various 
phases of development of animal 
and plant life will be integral 
parts of this program. 
6. A Social Science/Science Mini-
School will emphasize multi-cul-
tural studies as wen as outdoor, 
ecology-oriented studies. A few 
foreign countries and cultures will 
be studied in depth and compared 
with our life here in the United 
States. These studies will include 
customs and life styles, govern-
ment and sociology. Additionally, 
outdoor educational experiences 
will be provided many times dur-
ing the school year with emphasis 
on the study of the environment 
and the impact of developed and 
undeveloped societies on their en-
vironment. 
7. An early Childhood Educa.tion 
Mini-School will provide a design 
with a variety of classroom struc-
ture, educational experiences in 
language, reading, mathematics, 
music, art, science, physical activi-
ty and health that will develop a 
readiness base and continuum of 
skills in primary grades. Parent 
participation is essential in all 
phases of the program to insure 
the child's wen-being and prog-
ress. 
Clamiia FROST, Indivldua11y and as the 
next .. !::nd or James Frost and Kri!,t<'n 
Frost minors, and as representatiw!> 
or a I ass or all persons who are now or 
may ,· 1 the future be entitled to receive 
survi· ors' benefits under the Soria) Se-
curit:· Act whose benefits have been or 
may 1e reduced without a prior hear. 
ing, J ·Jaint.itts, 
v. 
Caspar WEINBERGER, as Secretary of 
the C:lited States Department or Health 
Edt!~' tfion and \Vcltare, Defendant. ' 
No. 73-C-1383. 
Class ,u.:c1uu LU Ut:Lt:I llllllt! Wm?tln~i:: p 
recipient of social security sunfrors•"' 
benefits is entitled to prereduction e\·i. 
dentiary hearing. The District Court, 
Travia, J., held that social security ad-
ministration cannot constitutionall\' 
make downward adjustment in amoun~ 
being paid under existing award of sur-
vivors' benefits, without affording· ad-
versely affected recipient opportunity to 
contest reductlon at prereduction eYidcn-
tiary h~aring. 
Judgment for plaintiffs. 
I. Federal Civil Procedure G:=>181 
Action to determine whether recipi-
ent of social security survivors' beneiits 
was entitled to evidentiary hearing J.f'-
fore reduction of benefits was maintaill-
able as class action on behalf of recipi-
ents who had been denied such prered :ic-
tion hearing. Fed.Rules CiY.Proc. ru le 
23, 28 U.S.C.A.; Social Security Act, § 
203(a), 42 U.S.C.A. § 403(a). 
2. Federal Civil Procedure C==>181 
Class action on behalf of rec'ipienL• 
of social security survivors' benefi ts 
whose benefits had been adjusted down-
ward without prereduction eYidentian. 
hearing was not rendered moot by gr:;nl 
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October 29, 1975 
To the Chief Justice of the United States and the Associate 
Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States 
Re: Pasadena City Board of Education v. Spangler, 
No. 75-164 
Pursuant to Rule 24(5), petitioners in the above-
entitled cause wish to call the Court's attention to two 
decis i ons by United States Courts of Appeals, one for the 
Fifth Circuit and the other for the Sixth Circuit, both of 
which, we contend, are in conflict with the judgment of the 
Ninth Circuit's decision from which we seek certiorari 
here. 
In Mapp v. Board of Education of the City of 
Chattanooga, ifeim"essee, C.A-.-6th, No. 75-2100, 74-2101, 
the Court of Appeals held that major deviation from the trial 
court's proportional ass i gnment of students, which resulted 
from a major decrease in the white school population, was 
not a violation of the trial court's desegregation order. 
Th e Ninth Circuit, to the contrary, held that a minor 
variation from the trial court's proportional assignment, 
resulting from a decrease in the wh i te student population , 
did constitute a violation of the trial court's desegregation 
order. 
In Calhoun v. Cook, C.A. 5th, No. 74-2784, the 
Court of Appeals held that proportional allocation of 
students according to race was an improper remedy where the 
integration process was thereby endangered by white flight 
and that alternative remedial orders must be considered. 
The Ninth Circuit, to the contrary, held that proportional 







- ROTHSCHILD,BARRY & MYE. 
Page Two 
October 29, 1975 
remedy despite the diminution of the white school population 
and that alternative remedies could not be considered. 
We submit that these conflicts among the circuits 
afford additional reasons why this Court should grant 
certiorari in this case. 
Respectfully submitted, 
~-~~ 
The Chief Justice of the United States and 
the Associate Justices of the Supreme 
Court of the United States 
Supreme Court Building 
Washington, D. C. 
Copies delivered by messenger to: 
Honorable Robert H. Bork 
Solicitor General of the United States 
Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 20530 
Fred Okrand, Esq. 
ACLU Foundation of Southern California 
633 South Shatto Place 
Los Angeles, California 90005 
• 
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April 26, 1976 
No. 75-164 Pasadena v. Spangler 
This file memorandum is being dictated at my apartment 
after reviewing the principal brief but without benefit of the 
record. The briefs by the opposing parties often seem to be 
arguing different cases. I now identify points as to which 
I need further enlightenment. 
1. Petitioner's brief, apparently written by Professor 
Kurland, states that the 1970 decree compelled "a rigid racial 
balance in every school in the district", and that the 1974 
District Court order compels "the annual reassignment of 
students to maintain racial balance" in accordance with the 
original decree. The 1970 decree ordered that there be 
"no majority of any minority" in any school. In my view, 
this was an absurd, as well as unlawful, order. But it was 
not appealed from in 1970. 
I am not clear as to the present status of this portion 
of the order. It appears from Judge Ely's opinion that the 
DC, in its 1974 holding, found that the school board had 
v iolated the "no majority of any minority" portion of the 
court's injunction, and apparently continued the injunctive 
order in effect (I have not read the 1970 order). But Judge 
Ely (whose opinion was joined only by Judge Chambers, and 
in a qualified way) did not wholly approve the DC's reaffirmation. 





"Swann indicates that annual readjus tment is 
not necessary once a Court has determined that 
there has been a full and genuine implementation 
which has eliminated, with some anticipated 
permanence, racial discrimination from the 
system. We must therefore expressly disapprove 
such portions of the record as suggest that the 
district judge interprets his injunction to 
require continuous annual redistricting. In 
the course of final argument, the district 
judge stated that to him the Pasadena plan 
meant ... 'that at least during my lifetime 
there would be no majority of any minority in 
any school in Pasadena'". 
2. 
In view of Ely's l anguage, and Chambers ' concurrirg opinion, 
I read CA9 1 s court opinion as not requiring this specified 
racial balance indefinitely, nor as requiring an annual 
reshuffling of school population. Yet, unless I have missed 
something, CA9 leaves in effect - at least for the present 
and without any cutoff date - the racial balance requirement. 
Judge Wallace's dissent is enlightening on this issue: 
"The district jud?e interpreted the 
injunction to require that at least during 
my lifetime there would be no majority of 
any minority in Pasadena.' All of us 
disapprove of this statement but Judge Ely 
minimizes its significance. Although the 
district judge made this comment in announcing 
his decision from the bench, he did not depart 
from it in his published opinion. He allowed 
only impossibility of compliance as a reason 
for dissolving or suspending the prohibition 
against majority enrollments of minority 
students. So interpreted, the injunction 
transforms racial balance from a means of 
remedying de jure segregation into an end 
in itself, precisely contrary to the principles 
expressed by the Supreme Court." (emphasis added) 
(p. A 25 petition for certiorari) 
Apparently respondents agree with Wallace as to the 
current status of the DC's order. 1f:::'t.tate/ one of the 
A... 






decree [requiring] the Board to remedy the discrimination 
by not allowing more than a certain percentage of a minority 
in any school" may now be questioned since there was no appeal 
from the 1970 decree? Respondents' brief p. 2. 
Cormnent: 
My tentative conclusion from the foregoing is that 
the injunction to maintain i ndefinitely a specified racial 
balance in every school remains in full force and effect. If 
so, for reasons stated in my Keyes opinion, as well as what the 
Court said in Swann, this is plainly invalid. It hardly need 
be said that all decrees in a desegregation case, which the 
parties themselves wish to keep alive, remain subject to judicial 
review and revision. 
2. Petitioners argue that the 1970 order, as reaffirmed 
in 1974, compels "the annual reassignment of students to 
maintain the racial balance." Judge Ely may have thought 
otherwise (see above). But it seems to me that petitioners are 
correct so long as the cormnand to maintain racial balance is in 
effect. 
I know from my own experience that pupil populations 
never remain static - either in racial mix or in geographic 
location within the school district. Long before Brown, school 
boards in cormnunities of any size readjusted school boundary 
lines annually to accormnodate these changes. Thus, unless 




petitionrs correctly read the result of the 1974 decree. Each 
year the readjustments will have to conform to the "no majority" 
mandate. 
3. The SG's brief generally supports CA 9 and a 
continuation of the 1970 decree. Surprisingly, in view of 
past positions by the SG (Griswold's brief in Swann) the SG 
states "the 'no majority of any minority' provision of the 
1970 decree was, in 1970 'a useful starting point in shaping a 
remedy to correct past constitutional violations'. But the 
SG states (unconvincingly in light of what I have noted above) 
that this portion of the DC's decree has "properly been disapproved 
- by CA 9" (p. 28). 
-
The most disconcerting part of the SG's brief appears 
to support "continuing supervision" by a District Court more or 
less indefinitely. Continuing supervision is "necessary to deter 
future acts of segregation by making the contempt power available"; 
it must "be maintained for a significant length of time"; and, 
amazingly, the SG indicates that the decree should be maintained 
until "long lasting effects'' -. e.g., the useful life of school 
buildings that were mis-located - have been obliterated. (p. 31, 31). 
I do not agree with this. 
;'(*-I(** 
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April 26, 1976 
No. 75-164 Pasadena v. Spangler 
1).J--
This file memorandum is being dictated at my apartment 
after reviewing the principal brief but without benefit of the 
record. The briefs by the opposing parties often seem to be 
arguing different cases. I now identify points as to which 
I need further enlightenment. 
1. Petitioner's brief, apparently written by Professor 
Kurland, states that the 1970 decree compelled "a rigid racial . • 
balance in every school in the district", and that the 1974 
l 
District Court order compels "'the annual reassignment of 
students to maintain racial. balance" in accordance with the 
original decree. The 1970 decree ordered that there be 
"no majority of any aj.nority" in any school. In,. my view, 
this was an absurd, as well as unlawful, order. But it was 
not appealed from in 1970. 
'I am not clear as to the present status of this portion 
of the order. It appears from Judge Ely's opinion that the 
DC, in its 1974 holding, found that the school board ha4 
Violated the "no majority of any minority" portion of the 
court's injunction, ~a <appar~~~ly continued the injunctive 
. ..., .. 
order in effect (I have not read the 1970 or9er). But Judge 
~ly (whose opinion Jas joined only by Judge/~hambers, and 
in a qualified way) did not wholly approve the DC's reaffirmation 
Indeed, Ely said: 
~ 
- -
"Swann :_indicates,, that ·annual readjus tment is 
not ~e,cessary once a Court has determined that 
there. h:as been , a ,fulL and genuine implementation 
which: has·· eliminat·ed,; 'with some anticipated 
permanence, racial discrimination from the 
system. We must therefore expressly disapprove 
such portions of the record as suggest that the 
district judge interprets his injunction to 
require continuous annual redistricting. In 
the course of final argument, the district 
judge stated that to him the Pasadena plan 
meant ••• 'that at least during my lifetime 
there would be no majority o~ any minority in 
any school in Pasadena'". 
2. 
In view of Ely's language, and Chambers' concurri~ opinion, 
I read CA9's court opinion as not requiring this specified 
racial balance indefinitely, nor· as requiring an annual 
reshuffling of school population . . Yet, unless I have missed 
' something, CA9 leaves in effect - at least for the present 
and without any ' cutoff date - the racial balance requirement. 
Judge Wallace's dissent is enlightening on this issue: 
"The district judye interpreted the 
injunction to require that at least during 
my lifetime there would be no majority of 
any minority in Pasadena. 1 All of us 
disapprove of this statement but Jud&e Ely 
minimizes its significance. Although the 
district !udge made this comment in announcing 
his decis on from the bench! he did not depart 
from it in his published o1 nion. He allowed only impossibility of comp lance as a reason 
for dissolving or suspending the prohibition 
against majority enrollments of minority 
students. So interpreted, the injunction 
transforms racial balance from a means of 
remedying de jure segregation into an end 
in itself, precisely contrary to the principles 
expressed by the Supreme Court." (emphasis added) 
(p. A 25 petition for certiorari) 
Apparently respondents agree with Wallace as to the 
current status of the DC' s order. '!;: st~tel one of the 





decree [requiring] the Board to remedy t~e discrimination 
by not allowing more than a ~ertain percentage of a minority 
in any school" may now be questioned since there was no 'appeal 
from the 1970 decree? Respondents' brief p. 2. 
Comment: 
My tentative conclusion from the foregoing<is that 
the injunction to maintain indefinitely a specified racial 
balance in every school remains in full force and effect. If 
so, for reasons stated in my Keyes opinion, as well as what the 
Court said in Swann, this is plainly invalid. It hardly need 
be said that ,all decrees in a desegregation case, which the 
parties themselves wish to keep alive, remain subject to judicial 
review and revision. 
2. Petitioners argue that the 1970 order, as reaffirmed 
in 1974, compels "the annual reassignment of students to 
maintain the racial balance." Judge Ely may have thought 
otherwise (see above). But it seems to me that petitioners are 
correct so long as the comnand to maintain racial balance is in 
effect. 
I know from my own experience that pupil populations 
never remain static - either in racial mix or in geographic 
location within the school district. Long before Brown, school 
boards in co111D.unities of any size readjusted school boundary 
lines annually to acc01DD.odate these changes. Thus, unless 





petitionrs correctly read the result of the 1974 decree. Each 
year the readjustments will have to conform to the "no majority" 
mandate. 
3. The SG's brief generally supports CA 9 and a 
continuation of the 1970 decree. Surprisingly, in view of 
past positions by the SG (Griswold's brief in Swann) the SG 
states "the 'no majority of any iqinority' provision of the 
1970 decree was, in 1970 , 'a useful starting point in shaping a 
remedy to correct past constitutional violations'. But the 
SG states (unconvincingly in light . of what I have noted above) 
that this portion of the DC's decree has "properly been disapproved 
by CA 9" (p. 28). 
The most disconcerting part of the SG's brief app~ars 
to support "continuing supervision" by a District Court more or 
less indefinit~ly~ Continuing supervision is "necessary to deter 
future acts of segregation by making the contempt power available"; 
it must "be maintained for a significant· ~ength of time"; and, 
amazingly, the SG indicates that the decree should be maintained 
until "long lasting effectsf' - e.g., the useful life of •chool 
buildings that were mis-located - have been obliterated. (p. 31, 31). 
I do not agree with this. 
* * * * * 
In general, I will adhere to my Keyes position. 
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CHAMBERS OF' 
.JUSTICE WILLIAM H . REHNQUIST 
May 3, 1976 
Re: No. 75-164, Pasadena City Board of Education v. 
Spangler 
Dear Chief: 
I passed my actual vote in this case at conference on 
Friday, although I attempted to discuss the issues which I 
thought were involved. I have now had an opportunity to 
think more about the matter, and to go back and read the 
opinions below. 
I am of the view that when the board sought modifica-
tion of the original desegregation order in 1974, it was 
entitled to obtain it to the extent of a declaration that 
the order could not require annual re-assignment of pupils 
solely by reason of demographic changes in the population 
of the school district. I am also of the opinion that 
since the board did not appeal from the original decree 
which contained the requirement of "no majority of any 
minority", and since it complied with that provision of 
the decree for at least one year, the question of whether 
that provision in the original decree was consistent with 
Swann is now moot . If, as of 1974, annual redistricting 
by reason of that provision was not required, there was 
no live issue as to whether it was properly required in 
the original decree. 
I think the most accurate reflection of this view is 
a vote to vacate the judgment of the Court of Appeals and 
remand to it for further proceedings. The District Court 
denied any relief at all, as I understand it, and peti-
tioner was certainly entitled to some relief. The Court 
- -- .,, . -·= '; ~ 
-2- ;: ..... ,-a. "'"°' I' · ..-.. --:-- ~ . 
• > 1 "" :.· --
--~ _,•..-6r : I 
of Appeals, which filed three separate opinipns, . althouqh 
observing in dicta that the District court was probably ~ · 
; , I 
wrong in some of its observations, affirmeiL,:t:he judgment . _ _ _ 
of the District Court which had denied all -::relief-. :· _ , . ._ ,_ ·.-._:~:_:_· · ; '"' · · .. ,. 
. • - ... -- ~ .:I! ·,v ,.. ~ . ·.-: -: -~ .:..· .• . 
::- ~-~~--· ~:-:-r:Yi. ... :...::_<-. ... · -
It is conceivable that I could join an opi~ion.a££j:i:ro7 · · 
ing which was based on the views that I have expres.s'dd-; · b~t;•: .; -
it doesn't seem to me that such a "bottom line" is nearly 
as consistent with those views as a vote to vacate and 
remand, which is my preference. 
Sincerely/ 
The Chief Justice 
cc: The Conference 
Dear Chief: 
Bill Rehnquist's letter indicating that he could 
join an opinion vacating and remanding this case, prompts 
me to supplemen~ - and possibly~ clarify what I said 
at Conference. ,~ 
My first vote was to reverse. In my view, the 
District Court erred in reaffirming in 1974 its 1970 
injunctive order requiring "no majority of a minority" 
in any school. Thus, in affirming the 1974 action of 
the DC, I think CA 9 also erred. 
~- c.. .. ! ' 
If, however, an opinion for the Court is written 
that makes clear any order (e._a. the DC's 1974 order) 
requiring an annual "reshuf£ring'' of students is invalid, 
I could join a vacating and remanding of CA 9 1 s decision. 
~ ., . 
I agree with Bill that we need not consider 
(indeed, it is not before us) whether the 1970 order 
was valid at the time it was issued. __ . 
Although I could join an opinion along the fore-
going lines, I might add a sentence or two to reaffirm 




C HAM BERS O F 
JUSTICE POTTER STEWART 
- -.§u:pTtutt Q}ttud cf tlrt 'Jllnitth .§tatta-
~agqmghm. ~. ~ 2llgiJl.$ 
June 9, 1975 
No. 75-164, Pasadena Bd. v. Spangler 
Dear Bill, 
I agree with the memorandum you 
have circulated in this case. 
Sincerely yours, 
Mr. Justice Rehnquist 
Copies to the Conference 
,') tJ ' ,, ~ 
1/ 
-
- -Jsu.prmu (!}llltti of iltt ~b j;utttg 
~aslp:nghttt, J. <!}. 2llp~, 
CHAMBERS OF 
THE CH I EF JUSTICE 
June 15, 1976 
Re: 75-164 - Pasadena City Board of Education v. Spangler 
Dear Bill: 
I will join in an opinion consistent with your memorandum. 
~ ds~') 
Mr. Justice Rehnquist 
Copies to the Conference 
CHAMBERS OF 
JUSTICE HARRY A. BLACKMUN 
- ~rt~ <qmtrl of t4t ~nitt~ ~htltr,fj 
'J,tagfrittgtcn. g}. <q. 2!1.;r'!, 
June 21, 1976 
✓ 
Re: No. 75-164 - Pasadena City Board v. Spangler 
Dear Bill: 




Mr. Justice Rehnquist 
cc: The Conference 
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June 22, 1976 
RE: No. 75-164 Pasadena City Bd. Education v..Spangler 
Dear Thurgood: 




Mr. Justice Marshall 
cc: The Conference 
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June 24, 1976 
Re: No. 75-164 - Pasadena City Bd of Education 
v. S~ler 
Dear Bill: 




Mr. Justice Rehnquist 
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